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Top 10 Singapore Stocks for 3Q2022

PROPERTY/REIT
Ascott Residence Trust
Rating: Accumulate | TP: S$1.23

The Travel industry is believed to be at an early stage of
recovery. Currently we are seeing the first wave from leisure
travels. The next wave will be from business travels and the final
recovery phase will be through the re-opening of China borders.

City Development Limited
Rating: Buy | TP: S$9.19

Has a pipeline of more than 2,000 units to ride the resilient
Singapore residential market.
Another driver of earnings is the recovery of the hospitality
sector. The stock trades at a 43% discount to RNAV.
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FINANCIAL SERVICES
The Development Bank of Singapore Limited (DBS)
Rating: Buy | TP: S$41.60

With the highest Current Account Savings Account (CASA) ratio,
DBS is a major beneficiary of rising interest rates. We expect a
benign provisioning cycle due to tepid lending and resilient real
estate prices.

Oversea-Chinese Banking Corporation (OCBC)
Rating: Buy | TP: S$14.22

OCBC is our preferred pick due to the upside in dividends and
lower provisioning cycle.
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Singtel
Rating: Accumulate | TP: S$3.05

The three share price catalysts are the rebound in roaming
revenue, recovery in emerging markets and monetisation of
current assets and mobile holdings.

Asian Pay TV
Rating: Accumulate | TP: S$0.15

Dividend yield of 8% is attractive and well supported by the
annual free cash flow of S$70-S$80mn vs S$18mn payout.
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CONSUMER STAPLES
Del Monte Pacific Limited
Rating: Buy | TP: S$0.69

Fourth quarter earnings (ended in April) surged 38% YoY,
assisted by strong sales in the US. Revenue in the US jumped
25% on the back of new product sales, rising prices and
households shifting consumption away from restaurants to home
dining.

CONGLOMERATE
Keppel Corporation
Rating: Buy | TP: S$7.07

Obtaining the requisite approvals for the Sembcorp Marine
Merger deal and its plan for the S$500mn cash gained through
this deal, as well as the release of the combined entity
integration plan are the main stock re-rating drivers.
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
HRnetGroup

Rating: Buy | TP: S$1.18

With 700 recruiters across the region, the company will benefit
from the rise in volume and salary of hiring.

TRANSPORT
ComfortDelgro

Rating: Buy | TP: S$1.80

Benefiting from the re-opened borders, ComfortDelgro will be
able to leverage this with a large operation volume and strong
cash holdings.

Join StocksBnB Telegram channel for the latest research reports!

To view Singapore Outlook 3Q2022 webinar, please visit
@PhillipCapital
Watch Now

@PhillipCapital
Watch Now
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